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Today as part of your, people are recognizing the need to take charge of their own health,
particularly after age group 50. meditation, qigong, and healing touch.A Dose Of Common
Feeling" requires a realistic consider the body, the aging process, and the features of both
standard and complementary medication. dietary advice for different body types; Furthermore, it
offers a number of self-treatment strategies including: self-treatment for common medical
issues;ebookdesignworks. daily routines to boost circulation and increase energy; "This
guidebook is an eternity investment for anyone who would like to be more involved with their
health and well being every day.Book design and proofing by Tag and Renee D'Antoni, www.
recommended supplements;com
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just good right down to earth observations in healthcare as the . Particularly when it comes to
our personal well-being and health. Mr.. He brings good sense into a field frequently frought with
opinion and hyperbole. You will discover none of that here. Just good good sense advice to
greatly help us navigate our later years with greater health and comfort. Recommended. Thanks
Bart Walton for your very helpful book . One that can cost you very little; but promises to pay out
big dividends over the long haul.like taking kefir etc. You will initial discover it worth and then
maintain it as a resource. Enjoy!! Like advice from an educated friend This is the type of advice
and information you wish you could get from one of friends and family who has taken the time to
sort everything out and find out what works, and what is important. The author seems to be just
such a person, person who would be glad to share what he has learned if you asked. Well
organized, available, written in a nontechnical and non-judgmental style. I've already tried many
of Mr. There's even a cure for the normal cold (if caught early enough), which alone will probably
be worth the price of the reserve. It's just GOOD SENSE! This new understanding has changed my
life , I am happy and optimistic that exercising these points of good sense I can curb growing
older in a more natural way ....Very well written, readable and integrate the info into everyday
living. It's full of easy-to-understand home remedies predicated on extensive original resource
research with a good blend of Western research and Chinese/Japanese curing traditions. I made
several sensible changes to my thinking, my eating habits and other routine practices that I really
believe will pay longterm benefits. A Dose of Common Sense Wonderful book, filled with practical
advise to enhance awareness of our anatomies and self care as we age. The book addresses the
major, persistent diseases and over a dozen common aliments, such as for example insomnia,
headaches and low back pain. A great handbook for aging!!.A STRAIGHTFORWARD Read I
Wouldn't Do Without Within an internet world where we have been inundated with information
overload, it is essential that we be able to sort out the wheat from the chaff... sits on your kitchen
island, ready to be referenced . No bells no whistles, no sovereign panaceas, just good down to
earth observations in healthcare as the human body experiences its 'golden years' In this
insightful and readable instruction Bart Walton empowers the reader to consider stock in their
own intelligence. Generally one will find themselves exclaiming "Needless to say, which makes
total sense!" Many thanks to be such a relaxed and clear sound midst the healthcare cacophony
that envelops people in today's world. In my own advancing age I have already been experiencing
even more challenges to my health . It hit home because I started to change both a couple of
things I was performing, along with my perspective in several areas. This is a fantastic, very
readable book on complementary care and the significance of exercise and diet, especially for
those over 50.amazing information! Just what a blessing this book is for seniors. It is well
organized and written in a manner that makes pulling specific nuggets of value from the text
basic and quick. Therefore many eye openers despite the fact that I had previously thought I had
acquired a handle on clean, healthful living at 68. This book's only agenda would be to provide
friendly guidance and useful guidelines from anyone who has developed some mastery over
what plays a part in wellness, vitality and longevity.... If we will be around for some even more
innings don't we owe it to ourselves to remain as fit and comfortable as you possibly can? Spot
on! I highly recommend this book! A Book with Heart Illness and aging eventually everyone, and
they always have.I right now take code liver essential oil and tumeric for my aching joints and
found comfort quickly. sits on the kitchen island, ready to be referenced for each and every
health query. Walton shows how to apply this assistance in our modern globe to optimize health.
I fervently believe in alternative healthcare and A Dosage of GOOD SENSE is my go-to reference,
one that I have gifted to several of my friends. This is a good reference publication for health and



healing - a book with heart. This wonderful and very insightful book has helped me to handle ..
Walton, a fine medical practitioner in his own right, did just this. Wonderful book. Until reading
this knowledgable book I was on a crash training course to more suffering . This fantastic and
very insightful book offers helped me to handle most health issues . In this interesting and easy-
to-read publication, Bart Walton provides gleaned smart advice on lifestyle from ancient
traditions. This is a fantastic, very readable book on complementary care and the . Here's a
treasure for you. Recommended. Lots of solid, first-hands advice for folks over 50. It's my delight
to talk about a good thing when I find it. Life Changing! This is the most important book you will
ever read if you are over 50 and concerned about your health, standard of living, and well being
as you transition into the "golden years". We learned and gained out of this wonderful book I
found "A Dose of GOOD SENSE" to be extremely readable, well organized, and making a whole lot
of immediate feeling. I could easily convert to simply the parts that were most significant for me
and benefit instantly.. As I understand Bart personally, I can give testimony concerning his
healing consciousness. The book is quite practical especially for seniors, also for everyone under
50 as well. Thank you Bart! Very useful, well-organized. Although I am under 50, I came across
this publication to be very helpful. There is a wealth of details provided within a easy to read
format. I found a few of the exercises and self-massage techniques in the back of the publication
to be actually useful and also have added a few of the supplement/supplement
recommendations to my daily regiment. Recommend! This title describes exactly Bart Walton's
content.. Daltons suggestions and feel therefore much better. The assistance and
recommendations are usually common-sense and basic. The author speaks from personal
encounter when he addresses the issue of standard of living and kind of treatment for illnesses
and aging. Thank you, Bart, for your unwavering dedication to your health and well-being! Very
Informative A great book with clear and concise information and advice that I have found useful.
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